Assume you have purchased a call on Yahoo with a strike price of $15. This call expires on December 21, 2012. Note: Answer each of the following on a per share basis and be sure to label your axes on your graph.

a. What is the payoff on your call on 12/21 if Yahoo’s stock price ends up at $5 per share and $25 per share?

b. What portfolio of stocks, puts, and bonds will generate the same set of payoffs as the call in part a? Be specific.

c. On a single graph, sketch the potential payoffs on 12/21 for your portfolio and for each of the securities in your portfolio. Be sure to clearly label each part. On your graph show the specific payoffs for your portfolio and for each of the securities in your portfolio (dots or X’s will do) if Yahoo’s stock price ends up at $5 per share and $25 per share. Be sure to show all relevant numbers on both axes.

d. Assume that prior to the expiration of your options, the stock price of Yahoo rises. How will this affect the beta of your call and each security in the portfolio you built in part b?

Wall Street Journal Questions are on the back of this page.